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Pronunciation Tasks Student's Book
1993-09-16

a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation pronunciation tasks provides
comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation such as vowels consonants
consonant clusters syllables and stress sounds and connected speech intonation sounds and
grammar and pronouncing written words

Pronunciation Tasks Teacher's Book
1993-09-16

a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation

New Headway Pronunciation, Intermediate
2005

a course in english pronunciation to complement new headway

New Headway Pronunciation Course[
2002

helps students to express themselves confidently by training them in the key areas of
pronunciation this book offers practice of individual sounds with a guide to suitable exercises for
speakers of particular languages it gives training in stress and intonation patterns for functional
use

In Tempo an English Pronunciation Course
1996

this book examines the pronunciation goals of teachers course leaders and learners on a ten
week uk pre sessional access course particularly with regard to suprasegmental instruction and
target of instruction on how these goals are reflected in pronunciation assessment and how
teacher goals are informed by their attitudes and beliefs a mixed methods approach including
direct observation and semi structured interviews is employed to address the area of enquiry
results show a lack of clarity of course goals although there is a firm emphasis on
suprasegmental instruction in semi structured interviews teachers report a lack of clear course
goals and guidance assessment and practice do not always adhere to a goal of intelligibility and
support for teachers in terms of the materials and how they might be exploited seems limited
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the book concludes with tentative recommendations on how suprasegmental instruction might
be facilitated on eap and other courses

Pronunciation Instruction in English for Academic
Purposes
2020-09-04

the second edition includes updates and insights on current research and pedagogical practice
that have developed over the last decade this new edition of teaching pronunciation
undoubtedly the gold standard for pronunciation methodology texts has been revised to reflect
recent research into the sound system of north american english as well as new practices in
pronunciation pedagogy audio cds with additional examples are now packaged with the book

A Practical Course of English Pronunciation
1975

enjoyable pronunciation practice of english sounds word stress and intonation for beginner level
students now in full colour and with updated artwork this revised edition of tree or three retains
its simplicity and straightforward syllabus the emphasis on minimal pairs which made the
original edition so popular makes pronunciation practice light hearted and accessible clear
rubrics for exercises with answer key and improved navigation make the material even more
user friendly each unit offers comprehensive practice of sounds with additional work on stress
and intonation the accompanying audio cds give lots of listening and pronunciation practice this
pack contains the second edition of tree or three and a set of 3 audio cds

Teaching Pronunciation Hardback with Audio CDs (2)
2010-04-16

designed so students can work through the exercises in class with other students or alone
without the aid of the teacher spaces in the book can be filled in

Sound Concepts
2003

students learning english often think that native speakers speak too fast but speed is not the
problem it s the linking between sounds sound concepts makes transparent to both teachers
and students what the main problems in pronunciation are and how to solve them students are
systematically introduced to the predictable sources of speech signal distortion and the regular
patterns of english stress intonation and timing which are essential to communicative
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competence this course comprehensively addresses all aspects of pronunciation dividing
instruction into four main parts sound concepts the communicated content what is said taking
into account linked reduced deleted and altered sounds rhythm music the communicative intent
what is meant as conveyed by syllable structure stress intonation timing and pauses grammar
sounds regular verb and noun endings consonant and vowel sounds this is the student book with
audio highlights

Tree or Three? Student's Book and Audio CD
2006-11-10

pronunciation pairs is a classic listening and pronunciation text that teaches students to
recognize and produce all of the speech sounds of north american english it also covers
important features such as word and sentence stress and intonation

Understanding English Pronunciation
2001

this book provides an overview of pronunciation teaching and learning practices in secondary
schools providing insights into secondary school learners needs expectations and motivation
regarding the importance of learning english and particularly english pronunciation it presents a
summary of the research on l2 pronunciation acquisition teaching techniques and factors
affecting the learning process as well as the results and conclusions of a longitudinal study
conducted in a polish secondary school the study indicates that learners consider pronunciation
a crucial component of english learning and a predictor of successful communication moreover it
shows that accuracy is highly valued by learners and that systematic and regular pronunciation
instruction even if devoted mainly to segments has the potential to contribute to the overall
improvement in learners communicative competence and their confidence as speakers and
users of english the book is based on the first hand experience of a teacher researcher

New Headway English Course
1999

pronunciation pairs is a classic listening and pronunciation text that teaches students to
recognize and produce all of the speech sounds of north american english it also covers
important features such as word and sentence stress and intonation

Sound Concepts - Student Book w/ Audio Highlights
2005-05-02
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reference guide to the pronunciation of english in north america as it is spoken by native
speakers

Practical course of english pronunciation a perceptual
approach
1975

clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for
intermediate and advanced students of english the audio cassettes contain the listening
material for all of the listening tasks as well as the clear listening test

Pronunciation Pairs Teacher's book
1990-03-30

english for academic study speaking pronunciation eas speaking pronunciation is for students
who need to communicate clearly and effectively in an academic environment the book is
designed to help students develop the speaking skills they need to participate in academic
classes and discussions and to enable them to improve their presentation skills it makes use of
engaging topics such as changing roles in the family the influence of the media and science and
the paranormal the book also aims to help students develop their pronunciation to a level that
will enable the listener to understand them with ease the speaking and pronunciation sections
can be studied separately or used together as part of an integrated program of study speaking
focus includes developing a presentation participating in a discussion anticipating arguments
before a discussion using a text to support ideas presenting information from charts leading a
class finding a focus for a presentation designing a questionnaire participating in a debate
presenting a research proposal pronunciation focus includes vowel sounds word stress and weak
forms vowel sounds and word stress forms consonant sounds and sentence stress consonant
sounds and word stress on two syllable words diphthongs and sounds in connected speech
consonant clusters and tone units diphthongs and tone units consonant clusters and intonation
each unit has weblinks offering additional information and activities related to both speaking
skills and pronunciation and the topics covered in the units a dedicated website
englishforacademicstudy com offers further instructor resources the book can be used in
conjunction with the following books in the english for academic study series also published by
garnet education eas reading writing eas extended writing research skills eas listening and eas
vocabulary

English Pronunciation in L2 Instruction
2019-03-21

the just right course is a five level general english course for adults and young adults students
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learn in different ways just right seamlessly integrates different approaches motivating students
and encouraging them to learn rapidly just right is also available in american english and an
adapted version of the middle east

A Practical Course of English Pronunciation
1987

clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for
intermediate and advanced students of english the teacher s resource book contains an
overview of the book and contains invaluable creative ideas for presenting the teaching points
as well as theoretical background in addition it contains a suggestions for additional activities
and an exercise answers

Pronunciation Pairs Student's book
1990-02-23

second language learners are shown how spoken english differs from written english and how to
practise systematically in learning english word stress and sentence stress rhythms and pauses
with international phonetic alphabet and answer key showing intonations unstressed vowels and
stressed syllables and words in sentences in plastic envelope with two audiotapes for listening
and speaking exercises

Accurate English
1993

this book presents and discusses theoretical and practical perspectives on english pronunciation
theory research and practice in order to establish evidence based pronunciation teaching
models teaching and research priorities and recommendations for best practices in teaching
english pronunciation the chapters provide a balanced view of theory and practice based on the
authors empirical findings and their extensive professional experiences in english as a second
foreign language esl efl and lingua franca contexts the book identifies pronunciation teaching
priorities that take into account individual learner variables disseminates knowledge about
theoretical frameworks explores teachers and learners beliefs and practices regarding
pronunciation instruction and shares empirical findings regarding teacher education and
teaching interventions in diverse contexts with english learners of different ages and language
backgrounds overall the chapters highlight the need to focus on intelligibility models that
consider individual learner differences and teacher and contextual variables
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Clear Speech Audio Cassettes (2)
1993-05-28

the understanding english pronunciation audio 1 of 3 accompanies the understanding english
pronunciation an integrated practice course student ebook isbn 9780987303356 and teacher
ebook isbn 9780987303394

English for Academic Study: Speaking and Pronunciation
US Edition
2011-01-31

as technological innovation continues to affect language pedagogy there is an increasing
demand for information exemplars analysis and guidance this edited volume focuses on
international perspectives in computer assisted language learning call in all of its forms
including technology enhanced language learning network based language learning information
and communication technologies for language learning

Just Right Class Audio
2005-09-01

clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for
intermediate and advanced students of english the audio cassettes contain the listening
material for all of the listening tasks as well as the clear listening test

A Course in English Intonation (received Pronunciation)
1997

comprehensive pronunciation course designed for intermediate and advanced students

A Practical Course of English Pronunciation
1993

hailed as one of the best books around for teaching grammar elementary english course
includes easy to understand rules abundant examples dozens of reproducible quizzes and pre
and post tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers college students esl students
homeschoolers and more this concise entertaining workbook makes learning english grammar
and usage simple and fun this edition reflects the latest updates to english usage and grammar
and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to facilitate self assessment and learning clear
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and concise with easy to follow explanations offering just the facts on english grammar
punctuation and usage fully updated to reflect the latest rules along with even more quizzes and
pre and post tests to help teach grammar ideal for students from seventh grade through
adulthood in the us and abroad for anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle
guidelines of english grammar and usage elementary english course offers comprehensive
straightforward instruction

Clear Speech Teacher's resource book
1993-08-27

advanced english pronunciation has been designed to meet the needs of foreign language
learners with at least upper intermediate proficiency cefr level b2 who want not only to improve
their pronunciation but also to acquire a solid understanding of the rules and rationale of english
pronunciation university students who are considering a career in teaching as well as practising
english teachers who wish to perfect their pronunciation will appreciate the value of this dual
objective key features the twenty recorded lessons with worksheets are suitable for self study
ideally with a computer or group work with a teacher in a language lab each lesson is designed
to last approximately 50 minutes the book is divided into four parts addressing all major aspects
of english pronunciation rhythm and weak forms word stress spelling pronunciation rules
intonation and linking the characteristic rhythm of english an important but often neglected
aspect of pronunciation is dealt with right from the start in the first three lessons basic work on
intonation is integrated into each lesson and then reviewed and expanded upon in the final two
lessons seven different native english speakers from england have been used for the recordings
representing standard educated varieties of british english as spoken by people whose origins
range from bournemouth on the south coast to carlisle near the scottish border an innovative
exercise design allows the learner to evaluate his or her knowledge as the exercise is carried out
the learner is able to quickly assess which points he or she must continue to work on as well as
which points he or she has mastered the exercises are varied and designed to promote active
learning brief musical interludes consisting of original recordings by clarinet and cello signal the
beginning of each exercise

In Tempo
1994

English Pronunciation Teaching
2023-03-17
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Understanding English Pronunciation
2014-05-14

Audio Recording for Understanding English
Pronunciation
2014-05-10

English Pronunciation: Exercises in Sound Segments,
Intonation, and Rhythm
1958

Pronunciation Practice Activities Book and Audio CD Pack
2004

WorldCALL
2011-02-01

Tree or Three? Student's Book.
1992

Sounds & Rhythm
1986

Clear Speech Audio Cassettes (2)
1993-05-28
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Focus on Pronunciation
1993

Elementary English Course
2023-02-03

Forum
1989

Advanced English Pronunciation
2012

東京外国語大学留学生日本語教育センター論集
2009
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